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2706 M. Ga¹dziki, M.I. Gorenstein1. IntrodutionAt the �nal state of high energy nulear ollisions many new partilesappear. They are massive and extended objets: hadrons and hadroniresonanes. What is the nature of partile reation in strong interations?What is form of matter in a state of very high energy density whih is re-ated during the ollision of two nulei? These questions motivate a broadexperimental programme in whih nulear ollisions at high energy are in-vestigated [1℄.Due to lak of a alulable theory of strong interations the interpretationof experimental results has to rely on phenomenologial approahes. The�rst models attempting to desribe high energy ollisions were statistialmodels of the early stage [2,3℄, the stage in whih exitation of the inomingmatter takes plae. In their original formulations they failed to reprodueexperimental results. However, when a broad set of data beame available[4, 5℄, it was realized [6, 7℄ that after neessary generalization a statistialapproah to the early stage gives surprising agreement with the results. Itould therefore be used as a tool to identify the properties of the state reatedat the early stage. The aim of this paper is to further develop the statistialmodel of the early stage and to apply it to study the properties of the highenergy density state reated in nuleus�nuleus ollisions.A speial role in this study is played by entropy [8℄ (in ollisions at highenergy arried mainly by �nal state pions) and heavy �avours (strangeness,harm) prodution [9�11℄. It an be argued that they are insensitive to thelate stages of the ollision and therefore arry information about the earlystage.It is experimentally well established that hadrons onsist of more ele-mentary subhadroni objets: quarks and gluons [12℄. It is therefore naturalto assume that at very high energy density, higher than a typial energy den-sity inside a hadron, matter is in the form of a gas of subhadroni degreesof freedom alled Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP) [13℄. When a quasi-ideal gasof quarks and gluons is assumed in the statistial model of the early stage,the results on strangeness and pion prodution in nuleus�nuleus ollisionsat the SPS are reprodued in an essentially parameter free way [7℄.This surprising agreement should be ontrasted with the problems [14,15℄of mirosopi non-equilibrium models in desribing the same set of data.Saling properties of the data, natural in the thermodynamial approah,arise in non-equilibrium models as an aidental anelation of many non-saling dependenes.All that motivates further development of the experimental programme[16℄. The main goal is to loalize the ollision energy region in whih thedeon�nement transition takes plae and study the properties of the transi-



On the Early Stage of Nuleus�Nuleus Collisions 2707tion itself. In this region many anomalies are expeted. Their experimentalobservation will lead us to de�nite onlusion onerning the early stageof nuleus�nuleus ollisions. The orresponding experimental study at theSPS should start in 1999 when beams of lower than maximal SPS energywill beome available. The experiment NA49 [16℄ is now being prepared forthis investigation.The main goal of this paper is to further develop the statistial modelof the early stage in order to provide a desription of the transition region,with speial attention paid to the observables whih an be measured inthe experimental programme. This an be done only when the partitionfuntion of the on�ned state is given. We argue that this state should notbe modeled as a gas of hadrons and hadroni resonanes. Consequently wehave to introdue an e�etive parametrization of the on�ned state and tryto extrat its properties from the omparison with the experimantal data.Finally we attempt to inlude in the analysis the prodution of harmand understand experimental data on J= prodution [17℄. The standardapproah is based on the assumption that  states are reated in hard QCDproesses and later partially destroyed by interations with the surroundingmatter. This approah leads to the onlusion [18℄ of reation of a QGPonly in entral Pb+Pb ollisions at SPS, but not in the ollisions of lighternulei. Pion and strangeness data show however no essential di�erene be-tween entral S+S and Pb+Pb ollisions at the SPS. They are onsistent,within the statistial model analysis, with the reation of a QGP alreadyin entral S+S ollisions at the SPS. Thus the ruial question is to whatextent is this ontradition aused by the use of di�erent approahes fordata interpretation? Can a onsistent desription of the data inluding theprodution of harm be obtained using the statistial approah?The paper is organized as follows. The model used further on for datainterpretation and analysis of the transition region is de�ned in Setion 2.The basi features of the model are presented in Setion 3, where the ap-proximate analytial formulae are given together with the numerial resultsobtained using the full version of the model. The model is onfronted withthe experimental data in Setion 4. In Setion 5 the disussion of the di�er-ent approahes to the strangeness and J= prodution is given. Summaryand onlusions lose the paper.For simpliity reasons we onsider only entral ollisions of two identialnulei (entral A+A ollisions). The nulear mass number is denoted by A.The whole disussion is done in the enter of mass system. The .m. energyof nuleon�nuleon pair and nuleon mass are denoted by psNN and mN ,respetively.



2708 M. Ga¹dziki, M.I. Gorenstein2. A model of the early stage of A+A ollisions1. The basi assumption of our model is that the prodution of new de-grees of freedom in the early stage of nuleus�nuleus ollisions is astatistial proess. Thus formation of all mirosopi states allowedby onservation laws is equally probable. This means that the prob-ability to produe a given marosopi state is proportional to thetotal number of its mirosopi realizations, i.e. a marosopi stateprobability P is P � eS ; (1)where S is the entropy of the marosopi state.2. As the partile reation proess does not produe net baryoni, �avourand eletri harges only states with the total baryon, �avour and ele-tri numbers equal to zero should be onsidered. Thus the propertiesof the reated state are entirely de�ned by the volume in whih pro-dution takes plae, the available energy and a partition funtion. Inthe ase of ollisions of large nulei the thermodynamial approxima-tion an be used and the dependene on the volume and the energyredues to the dependene on the energy density. The state propertiesan be given in the form of an equation of state.3. We assume that the reation of the early stage entropy in entral A+Aollisions takes plae in the volume equal to the Lorentz ontratedvolume oupied by the olliding nuleons (partiipant nuleons) froma single nuleus: V = V0 ; (2)where V0 = 4=3�r30Ap and  = psNN=(2mN ) and Ap is the number ofpartiipant nuleons from a single nuleus. The r0 parameter is takento be 1.30 fm in order to �t the mean baryon density in the nuleus,�0 = 0:11 fm�3.4. Only a fration of the total energy in A+A ollision is transformed intothe energy of new degrees of freedom reated in the early stage. Thisis beause a part of the energy is arried by the net baryon numberwhih is onserved during the ollision. The released energy an beexpressed as: E = �(psNN �mN ) Ap : (3)The parameter � de�nes the fration of the available energy used in theprodution proess. It is assumed to be independent of the ollisionenergy and the system size for A+A ollisions disussed in this paper.



On the Early Stage of Nuleus�Nuleus Collisions 2709This assumption is in agreemnet with the experimental data providingthat a orretion for pion absorption e�ets (see point 15 below) istaken into aount. It is usually justi�ed by quark�gluon struture ofthe nuleon [19℄. The value of � used for the numerial alulations is0.67 (see Setion 4 for details).5. In order to predit a probability of reation of a given marosopi stateall possible degrees of freedom and interation between them shouldbe given in the form of the partition funtion. In the ase of largeenough volume the grand anonial approximation an be used andthe state properties an be given in the form of an equation of state.The question of how one an use this equation of state to alulate thespae-time evolution (hydrodynamis) of the reated system requiresa separate study.6. The most elementary partiles of strong interation are quarks andgluons. In the following we onsider u, d and s quarks and the or-responding antiquarks with the internal number of degrees of freedomequal to 6 (3 olour states � 2 spin states). In the entropy evaluationthe ontribution of , b and t quarks an be negleted due to theirlarge masses. The harm prodution is disussed separately in Se-tion 5. The internal number of degrees of freedom for gluons is 16 (8olour states � 2 spin states). The masses of gluons and nonstrange(anti)quarks are taken to be 0, the strange (anti)quark mass is takento be 175 MeV [20℄.7. In the ase of reation of olour quarks and gluons the equation ofstate is assumed to be the ideal gas equation of state modi�ed by thebag onstant B in order to aount for the strong interation betweenquarks and gluons and the surrounding vaum (see e.g. [21℄):p = pid �B ; " = "id +B; (4)where p and " denote pressure and energy density, respetively, and Bis the so alled bag onstant. The equilibrium state de�ned above isalled Quark Gluon Plasma or Q-state.8. At the �nal freeze-out stage of the ollision the degrees of freedom arehadrons � extended and massive objets omposed of (anti)quarksand gluons. Due to their �nite proper volume hadrons an exist intheir well de�ned asymptoti states only at rather low energy densities.Estimates � < 0:1 � 0:4 GeV/fm3 for the hadron gas with van derWaals exluded volume have been found in Ref. [22℄. In the earlystage of A+A ollisions suh low energy density is reated only at verylow ollision energies of a few GeV per nuleon. We note also that



2710 M. Ga¹dziki, M.I. Gorensteinasymptoti hadroni states an be questioned as possible degrees offreedom in the early stage on the basis of our urrent understandingof e+ + e� anihilation proesses, where the initial degrees of freedomare found to be olourless qq pairs [12℄. The above statements lead usto the onlusion that there is no satisfatory model of the on�nedstate at the early stage of A+A ollisions at the AGS.Guided by these onsiderations we introdue an e�etive parametriza-tion of the on�ned state. We assume that at ollision energies lowerthan the energy needed for a QGP reation the early stage e�etive de-grees of freedom an be approximated by point-like olourless bosons.This state is denoted as W-state (White-state). The nonstrange de-grees of freedom whih dominate the entropy prodution are taken tobe massless, as seems to be suggested by the original analysis of theentropy prodution in N+N and A+A ollisions [6℄. Their internalnumber of degrees of freedom was �tted to the same data [6, 7℄ to beabout 3 times lower than the internal number of e�etive degrees offreedom in A+A ollisions at SPS, where in our model reation of QGPtakes plae. The internal number of degrees of freedom for a QGP is16+(7=8)�36 �= 48 and therefore the internal number of nonstrange de-grees of freedom for low energy ollisions is taken to be 48=3 = 16. Themass of strange degrees of freedom is assumed to be 500 MeV, equal tothe kaon mass. The internal number of strange degrees of freedom isestimated to be 14 as suggested by the �t to the strangeness and piondata at the AGS (see Setion 4). The phenomenologial redution fa-tor 3 is used in our numerial alulations between the total numberof degrees of freedom for Q-state and nonstrange degrees of freedom ofW-state beause of the di�erent magnitude of strangeness suppressiondue to di�erent masses of strangeness arriers in both ases. The idealgas equation of state is seleted. We would like to underline one morethat the above desription of the on�ned state should be treated onlyas an e�etive parametrization. Its parameters are �xed by �ttingA+A data at the AGS. This parametrization is needed for the extrap-olation to higher ollision energies where the transition between theon�ned and deon�ned state is expeted. It is, however, intrestingto speulate (see Appendix A) about the possible physial meaning ofthe obtained parameters of the degrees of freedom in the W-state.9. For large enough volume the grand anonial approximation an beused and the alulation of the entropy is signi�antly simpli�ed. Ina large system only one marosopi state is produed � the statewith the maximum entropy density, s. This is beause the relative



On the Early Stage of Nuleus�Nuleus Collisions 2711probability of the state with the entropy density s0 < s is given by:PPmax = exp [ V (s0 � s) ℄ : (5)Thus the relative probability dereases to zero when the volume in-reases to in�nity for any value of s0 < s.10. In the ase of �nite (small) volume the onservation laws should beaounted for in a strit way (anonial or miroanonial treatment).The marosopi states with an entropy density lower than the max-imum one are reated with �nal probabilities. As the physial prop-erties of various states an be signi�antly di�erent (see Setion 3)sizeable nontrivial event�by�event �utuations are expeted.11. The maximum entropy state is alled equilibrium state. In the modelwith two di�erent states (W and Q) the form of the maximum entropystate hanges with the ollision energy. The regions, in whih theequilibrium state is in the form of a pure W or a pure Q state, areseparated by the region in whih both states oexist (mixed phase orW�Q-state).12. It is important to note that the formation of a state in global equi-librium in the early stage of nulear ollisions is a onsequene of ourbasi assumption that all possible mirosopi states are reated withequal probability. Thus it is due to the assumed statistial nature ofthe primary reation proess and it is not due to equilibration by along lasting sequene of seondary interations.13. The globally equilibrated state reated in the early stage expands and�nally freezes-out into hadrons and hadroni resonanes. Reent anal-ysis suggests that this hadronization proess an be desribed by a sta-tistial model [23,24℄. Thus phase-spae seems to govern not only theprodution of entropy and the �avour ontent of the state in the earlystage, as disussed in this paper, but also its onversion to hadronswhih happens at a signi�antly lower energy sale.14. Note that due to the Lorentz ontration the shape of the early stagevolume is non-spherial. This auses the isotropi angular distributionof partiles in the early stage to be onverted during an anisotropiexpansion into a forward�bakward peaked distribution as observed inthe experimental data.15. We assume that the only proess whih hanges the entropy ontent ofthe produed matter during the expansion, hadronization and freeze-out is an interation with the baryoni subsystem. It was argued that



2712 M. Ga¹dziki, M.I. Gorensteinit leads to an entropy transfer to baryons whih orresponds to thee�etive absorption of about 0.35 �-mesons per baryon [6, 25℄. Thisinteration auses also that the produed hadrons in the �nal state donot obey symmetries of the early stage prodution proess, i.e. a �nalhadroni state has non-zero baryoni number and eletri harge.16. It is assumed that the total number of s and s quarks reated inthe early stage is onserved during the expansion, hadronization andfreeze-out.The above assumptions are seleted to obtain the simplest model neededfor the analysis of the experimental results in terms of the statistial me-hanis of the on�ned and deon�ned matter. The (approximate) validityof the assumptions is di�ult to prove (or disprove) in a diret way due tononperturbative nature of the disussed proesses.3. CalulationsIn the �rst part of this setion we analyze the simpli�ed version of themodel whih allows us to perform alulations in an analytial way. Theresults of the numerial alulations done within the full version of the modelare presented in the seond part of the setion.The alulation are performed in the grand anonial formulation whihis justi�ed for large enough systems disussed in this paper. All hemialpotentials have to be equal to zero, as we onsider only systems with allonserved harges equal to zero. Thus the temperature T remains the onlyindependent thermodynamial variable in the thermodynamial limit whenthe system volume goes to in�nity. It is onvenient to de�ne the systemequation of state in terms of the pressure funtion p = p(T ) as the entropyand energy densities an be alulated from the thermodynamial relations:s(T ) = dpdT ; "(T ) = T dpdT � p : (6)In the ase of an ideal gas the pressure of the partile speies `j' is given by:pj(T ) = gj2�2 1Z0 k2dk k23(k2 +m2j)1=2 1exp qk2+m2jT ! � 1 ; (7)where gj is the internal number of degrees of freedom (degeneray fator)for j-th speies, mj is a partile mass, `�1' appears in Eq. (7) for bosonsand `+1' for fermions. The pressure p(T ) for an ideal gas of several partilespeies is additive: p(T ) =Pj pj(T ). The same is valid for the entropy andenergy densities (6).



On the Early Stage of Nuleus�Nuleus Collisions 27133.1. Analytial alulationsIn order to perform analytial alulations of the system entropy and il-lustrate the model properties we simplify our onsideration assuming that alldegrees of freedom are massless. In this ase the pressure funtion (Eq. (7))is equal to: pj(T ) = �j3 T 4 ; (8)where �j is the so alled Stephan�Boltzmann onstant, equal to �2gj=30 forbosons and 78�2gj=30 for fermions. The total pressure in the ideal gas ofseveral massless speies an be presented then as p(T ) = �2gT 4=90 with thee�etive number of degrees of freedom g given byg = gb + 78 gf ; (9)where gb and gf are internal degrees of freedom of all bosons and fermions,respetively. The g parameter is taken to be gW for W-state and gQ forQ-state, with gQ > gW.The pressure, energy and entropy densities are given then as:pW(T ) = �2gW90 T 4 ; "W(T ) = �2gW30 T 4 ; sW(T ) = 2�2gW45 T 3 ; (10)pQ(T ) = �2gQ90 T 4 �B ; "Q(T ) = �2gQ30 T 4 +B ; sQ(T ) = 2�2gQ45 T 3 ;(11)for the pure W- and Q-state, respetively. Note the presene of the non-perturbative bag terms in addition to the ideal quark�gluon gas expressionsfor the pressure and energy density of the Q-state.The 1-st order phase transition between W- and Q-state is de�ned bythe Gibbs riterion pW(T) = pQ(T) ; (12)from whih the phase transition temperature an be alulated as:T = � 90B�2(gQ � gW)�1=4 : (13)At T = T the system is in the mixed phase with the energy and entropydensities given by"mix = (1� �)"W + �"Q ; smix = (1� �)sW + �sQ ; (14)



2714 M. Ga¹dziki, M.I. Gorensteinwhere (1��) and � are the relative volumes oupied by the W- and Q-state,respetively. From Eqs. (10), (11) one �nds the energy density disontinuity(`latent heat') �" � "Q(T)� "W(T) � "Q � "W = 4B : (15)In our model the early stage energy density is an inreasing funtion ofthe ollision energy and it is given by (see Eqs. (2), (3)):" � EV = � �0 (psNN � 2mN ) psNN2mN : (16)Aording to our basi assumption (point 1 in Setion 2) the reated maro-sopi state should be de�ned by the entropy density maximum ondition:s(") = max f sW("); sQ("); smix(") g : (17)In Appendix B we prove a remarkable equivalene of the Gibbs riterion(largest pressure funtion pi in the pure i-phase and equal pressures (12) inthe mixed phase) and the maximum entropy riteria (17) for an arbitraryequation of state p = p(T ) with a 1-st order phase transition. From thisfundamental equivalene it follows that for " < "W or " > "Q the systemonsists of pure W- or Q-state, respetively, with entropy density given bythe following equations:sW(") = 43 ��2gW30 �1=4 "3=4 ; (18)sQ(") = 43 ��2gQ30 �1=4 ("�B)3=4 : (19)For "W < " < "Q the system is in the mixed phase (14) and its entropydensity an be expressed as:smix(") = "QsW � "WsQ4B + sQ � sW4B " � a + b " : (20)The ratio of the total entropy of the reated state to the number of nuleonspatiipating in A+A ollisions is given asS2Ap = V s2Ap = mN s�0psNN (21)and it is independent on the number of partiipant nuleons. The entropydensity s in Eq. (21) is given by our general expressions (17) with " de�ned



On the Early Stage of Nuleus�Nuleus Collisions 2715by Eq. (16). For small psNN the energy density (16) orresponds to thepure W-state and one �nds� S2Ap�W = C g1=4W F ; (22)where C = 23 ��2mN15�0 �1=4 �3=4 ; F = (psNN � 2mN )3=4(psNN )1=4 : (23)Thus for low ollision energies, where the W-state is reated, the entropy perpartiipant nuleon is proportional to F . For high psNN the pure Q-stateis formed and Eq. (21) leads to� S2Ap�Q = C g1=4Q F �1 � 2mNB��0(psNN � 2mN )psNN �3=4�= C g1=4Q F �1� 3mNB2��0F 4� : (24)For large values of F the entropy per partiipant nuleon in Q-state is alsoproportional to F . The slope is, however, larger than the orresponding slopefor the W-state by a fator (gQ=gW)1=4. In the interval of F in whih themixed phase is formed the energy dependene of the entropy per partiipantnuleon is given by:� S2Ap�mix = C1psNN + C2 (psNN �mN ) ; (25)where C1 = mN�0 a ; C2 = � b : (26)Eq. (25) gives approximately a F 2 inrease of the entropy per partiipantnuleon in the mixed phase region.Let us now turn to strangeness and assume that gsW and gsQ are thenumbers of internal degrees of freedom of (anti)strangness arriers in W- andQ-state, respetively. The total entropy of the onsidered state is given bya sum of entropies of strange and nonstrange degrees of freedom. Providedthat all partiles are massless the fration of entropy arried by strange (andantistrange) partiles is proportional to the number of strangeness degreesof freedom: Ss = gsg S : (27)



2716 M. Ga¹dziki, M.I. GorensteinEq. (27) is valid for both W- and Q-state. Note that all degeneray fatorsare alulated aording to the general relation (9). For massless partilesof the j-th speies the entropy is proportional to the partile numberSj = 4Nj : (28)Thus the number of strange and antistrange partiles an be expressed asNs +Ns = S4 gsg ; (29)and the strangeness to entropy ratio is equal toNs +NsS = 14 gsg : (30)We onlude therefore that the strangeness to entropy ratio for the ideal gasof massless partiles is dependent only on the ratio of strange to all degreesof freedom, gs=g. This ratio is expeted to be equal to gsQ=gQ �= 0:22 inQ-state and gsW=gW �= 0:5 in W-state (see the next subsetion). Thereforea phase transition from W- to Q-state should lead to a derease of thestrangeness to entropy ratio by a fator of about 2. This simple piturewill be modi�ed essentially beause of the large value of the mass of strangedegrees of freedom in W-state (msW �= 500 MeV) in omparison to T . In thisase the left hand side of Eq. (30) is a strongly inreasing funtion of T . Theright hand side of Eq. (30) gives then only its asymptoti value approahedfor T >> msW. The numerial alulations for the seleted parameters ofW- and Q-state are given below.3.2. Numerial alulationsThe results of the alulations performed within the full version of themodel as de�ned in Setion 2 are presented below. As all nonstrange degreesof freedom are assumed to be massless, their thermodynamial funtions ob-tained in the previous subsetions an be used. For the number of nonstrangedegrees of freedom we get:gnsQ = 2 � 8 + 78 � 2 � 2 � 3 � 2 = 37 ; gnsW = 16 : (31)The strange degrees of freedom are onsidered as massive ones. The Eq. (7)is used withgsQ = 2 �2 �3 = 12 ; msQ �= 175 MeV ; gsW = 14 ; msW �= 500 MeV :(32)



On the Early Stage of Nuleus�Nuleus Collisions 2717Note that there is no fator `7/8' in the expression for gsQ (32) as the Eq. (7)with Fermi momentum distribution is taken. The ontributions of strangedegrees of freedom to the entropy and energy densities are alulated usingthermodynamial relations (6).In order to demonstrate properties of the equation of state the ratios of"=T 4 and s=T 4 are plotted in Fig. 1 as a funtion of the temperature. Thebag onstant B = 600 MeV/fm3 was adjusted suh that the ritial temper-ature, T is equal to 200 MeV. This hoie of T was suggested by the resultsof the analysis of hadron multipliities in A+A ollisions at SPS energies.They indiate that the hadron hemial freeze-out (or hadronization) oursat a temperature 160�190 MeV [23, 24, 26�28℄.

Fig. 1. Energy density and pressure divided by T 4 as a funtion of temperature T .

Fig. 2. Relation between laboratory momentum per nuleon and the Fermi�Landauenergy variable F . The values of F for plab = 5, 10, 15, 40, 80, 160 and 200 A�GeVare 0.99, 1.43, 1.71, 2.47, 3.10, 3.82 and 4.08 GeV1=2, respetively.



2718 M. Ga¹dziki, M.I. GorensteinAs pointed out in the previuos setion a onveinient variable to studyollision energy dependene is the Fermi�Landau variable F . This variable isused for the further analysis. The relation of the F variable to the laboratorymomentum plab is shown in Fig. 2. The values of F for the top SPS andAGS energies are about 4 GeV1=2 and 1.7 GeV1=2, respetively.

Fig. 3. The early stage energy density as a funtion of F . The values of � for F= 0.99, 1.43, 1.71, 2.47, 3.10, 3.82 and 4.08 GeV1=2 are 0.20, 0.47, 0.77, 1.71, 2.36,5.03, 10.53, and 13.32 GeV/fm3, respetively.

Fig. 4. The early stage temperature as a funtion of F . The values of T for F =0.99, 1.43, 1.71, 2.47, 3.10, 3.82 and 4.08 GeV1=2 are 123, 151, 169, 203, 217, 264and 281 MeV, respetively.The energy density an be alulated in a unique way on the base ofassumptions `3' and `4' from Setion 2. The energy density (16) obtained inthis way is plotted in Fig. 3 as a funtion of F . The energy densites for theSPS and AGS energies are about 12 GeV/fm3 and 0.7 GeV/fm3, respetively.
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Fig. 5. The fration of volume oupied by a QGP as a funtion of F .

Fig. 6. The entropy per partiipant nuleon as a funtion of F (solid line). Dashedline indiates the dependene obtained assuming that there is no transition to theQGP.The dependene of the early stage temperature T on F is shown inFig. 4. Outside the transition region T inreases in an approximately linearway. Inside the transition region T is onstant (T = T = 200) MeV. Thetransition region begins at F = 2:23 GeV1=2 (plab = 30 A�GeV) and ends atF = 2:90 GeV1=2 (plab = 64 A�GeV).The fration of the volume oupied by the Q-state, �, inreases rapidlyin the transition region, as shown in Fig. 5.The dependene of the entropy per partiipant nuleon on F is shown inFig. 6. Outside the transition region the entropy inreases approximatelyproportionaly to F , but the slope in the Q-state region is larger than theslope in the W-state region. The ratio between the value of entropy obtainedin our model and the entropy alulated assuming that only W-state existsis shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7. The ratio between the entropy alulated within our model and the entropyobtined assuming absene of the phase transition to the QGP.

Fig. 8. The ratio of the total number of s and s quarks and antiquarks to theentropy (solid line) as a funtion of F . The dashed line indiates the orrespondingratio alulated assuming absene of the phase transition to the QGP.We are interested in the ollision energy region between the AGS andSPS. At `low' ollision energies (when a pure W-state is formed) the strange-ness to entropy ratio inreases with F . This is due to the fat that the massof the strange degrees of freedom is signi�antly higher than the systemtemperature. At T = T the ratio is higher in the W-state than in the Q-state, this auses the derease of the ratio in the mixed phase to the levelharateristi for Q-state. In the Q-state, due to the low mass of strangequark in omparison to the system temperature, only a weak dependene ofthe ratio on F is observed. The F dependene of strangeness/entropy ratiois shown in Fig. 8.



On the Early Stage of Nuleus�Nuleus Collisions 2721Within the model one an estimate the lower limit for T assuming thatthe transition starts just above top AGS energy (15 A�GeV). In this ase oneobtaines T = 170 (B = 300 MeV/fm3) and the non-monotoni behaviour ofthe strangeness prodution is substituted by a rapid saturation. Remainingsignatures of the phase transition are unhanged.4. Comparison with dataThe omparison of the model with the experimental data on pion andstrangeness prodution is presented below. The results are taken from theompilations [4, 5, 7℄ where the referenes to the original experimental pub-liations an be found.During the evolution of the system the equilibration between newly re-ated matter and baryons takes plae. It is argued that this equilibrationauses transfer of entropy from the produed matter to baryons. The anal-ysis of the pion suppression e�et at low ollision energies indiates thatthis transfer orresponds to the e�etive absorption of about 0.35 pion perpartiipant nuleon [25℄. We assume that there are no other proesses whihhange the entropy ontent of the state produed in the early stage.For the omparison with the model it is onvenient to de�ne the quantity:hS�i = h�i+ �hK +Ki+ �hNP i; (33)where h�i is the measured total multipliity of �nal state pions and hK +Ki is the multipliity of kaons and antikaons. The fator � = 1.6 is theapproximate ratio between mean entropy arried by a single kaon to theorresponding pion entropy at hemial freeze-out. The term �hNP i with� = 0.35 is a orretion for the above disussed transfer of the entropyto baryons. The quantity hS�i an thus be interpreted as the early stageentropy measured in pion entropy units. The onversion fator between Sand hS�i is hoosen to be 4 (� pion entropy at hemial freeze-out).The number of baryons whih take part in the ollision (2Ap in the modelalulations) is identi�ed now with the experimentally measured number ofpartiipant nuleons, hNP i. The fration of energy arried by the produedpartiles (� in Eq. (1)) is taken to be 0.67 as measured by the NA35 Collabo-ration [29℄ for entral S+S ollisions at 200 A�GeV. Prodution of pions andkaons sales with the number of partiipant nuleons when entral Pb+Pband S+S ollisions at SPS are ompared [30℄. This suggests that � an beassumed to be independent of the size of the olliding nulei. Similar valuesof � are obtained when entral A+A ollisions at the AGS are analyzed [31℄and the orretion for the pion absorption is taken into aount.The omparison between the data on hS�i=hNP i and the model is shownin Fig. 9. The parametrization of the W-state has been hosen to �t the



2722 M. Ga¹dziki, M.I. GorensteinAGS data and, therefore, an agreement with low energy A+A data is notsurprising. On the other hand the desription of the high energy (SPS) re-sults obtained by the NA35 and NA49 Collaborations is essentially param-eter free, as the properties of the early stage state, Quark Gluon Plasma,are rather well de�ned. The hange of the slope in F depednene of thepion multipliity was previously proposed as a signature of the transitionregion [6℄.

Fig. 9. The hS�i=hNP i ratio as a funtion F . Experimental data on entral ol-lisions of two idential nulei are indiated by losed irles. These data shouldbe ompared with the model preditions shown by the solid line. The open boxesshow results obtained for nuleon�nuleon interations.The omparison between the model and the data on strangeness pro-dution is done under assumption that the strangeness ontent de�ned inthe early stage is preserved till the hadroni freeze-out. It simpli�es a pi-ture as the gluon ontribution to the strangeness prodution during theQGP hadronization is negleted. We do not expet a signi�ant numberof strange (s; �s)-pairs or/and strange-antistrange hadron pairs produed bymassless gluons with typial momenta of several hundred MeV at T = T.The total strangeness prodution is usually studied using the experimen-tal ratio: Es = h�i+ hK +Kih�i ; (34)where h�i is the mean multipliity of � hyperons. Within the model Es (34)is alulated as: Es = (Ns +Ns)=�(S � Ss)=4 � �hNP i ; (35)where � = 1.36 is the experimentally estimated ratio between total strange-ness and strangeness arried by � hyperons and K + K mesons [32℄ and



On the Early Stage of Nuleus�Nuleus Collisions 2723Ss is the fration of the entropy arried by the strangeness arriers. Theomparison between the alulations and the data is shown in Fig. 10. Thedesription of the AGS data is again a onsequene of our parametrizationof W-state: gsW = 14, msW = 500 MeV. As in the ase of the pion mul-tipliity, the desription of the strangeness results at the SPS (NA35 andNA49 Collaborations) an be onsidered as being essentially parameter free1.The agreement with the SPS data is obtained assuming reation of globallyequilibrated QGP in the early stage of nuleus�nuleus ollisions. The har-ateristi non-monotoni energy dependene of the ES ratio was proposed inRef. [5℄ as a signature of the phase transition and it is on�rmed here by al-ulations in our model. Measurements of strangeness and pion produtionin the transition region are obviously needed.

Fig. 10. The ratio ES as a funtion F . Experimental data on entral ollisions oftwo idential nulei are indiated by losed irles. These data should be omparewith the model preditions shown by the solid line. The open boxes show resultsobatined for nuleon�nuleon interation, saled be a fator 3.6 to math A+Adata at AGS energy.The entropy and strangeness prodution in entral A+A ollisions on-sidered here satis�es well the onditions needed for thermodynamial treat-ment. Therefore one expets that the measures of the entropy per partii-pant nuleon, hS�i=hNP i, and strangeness per entropy, Es, are independent1 The Es value resulting from a QGP an be estimated in a simple way. Assumingthat ms = 0, and negleting small (< 5%) e�et of pion absorption at SPS, onegets from (30) and (35) Es � (gsQ=1:36)=gnsQ � 0:21, where gsQ = (7=8) � 12 is thee�etive number of degrees of freedom of s and s quarks and gnsQ = 16 + (7=8) � 24is the orresponding number for u; u; d; d quarks and gluons. Here we use also theapproximation that the pion entropy at freeze-out is equal to the mean entropy of q,q and g in a QGP.
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Fig. 11. The hS�i=hNP i ratio as a funtion hNP i for entral S+S and Pb+Pbollisions at 200 A�GeV and 158 A�GeV. The results are not orreted for a smalldi�erene in the ollision energy (see Fig. 9). The model predition is shown bythe solid line.

Fig. 12. The ratio ES as a funtion hNP i for entral S+S and Pb+Pb ollisions at200 A�GeV and 158 A�GeV. The results are not orreted for a small di�erene inthe ollision energy (see Fig. 10). The model predition is shown by the solid line.of the number of partiipants for large enough values of hNP i. In order tohek this in an expliit way we show hS�i=hNP i (Fig. 11) and Es (Fig. 12)as a funtion of hNP i at SPS energy for entral S+S and Pb+Pb ollisions.5. DisussionRelations between our approah and two widely disussed aspets ofnuleus�nuleus ollisions strangeness and J= prodution are presented.Finally we omment on the event�by�event �utuations.



On the Early Stage of Nuleus�Nuleus Collisions 27255.1. Strangeness produtionThe enhaned prodution of strangeness was onsidered by many authorsas a potential signal of QGP formation [9�11℄. The line of arguments is thefollowing. One estimates that the strangeness equilibration time in QGP isomparable to the duration of the ollision proess (< 10 fm/) and about 10times shorter than the orresponding equilibration time in hadroni matter.It is further assumed that in the early stage strangeness density is muh be-low the equilibrium density e.g. it is given by the strangeness obtained fromthe superposition of nuleon�nuleon interations. Thus it follows that dur-ing the expansion of the matter the strangeness ontent inreases rapidly andapproahes its equilibrium value provided the matter is in the QGP state.In the ase of hadroni matter the modi�ation of the initial strangenessontent is less signi�ant due to the long equilibration time. This leads tothe expetation that strangeness prodution should rapidly inrease whenthe energy transition region is rossed from below.In the model presented in this paper the role of strangeness is di�erent.The reason for that is di�erent assumption onerning the early stage proper-ties. We assume that due to the statistial nature of the reation proess thestrangeness in the early stage is already in equilibrium and therefore possibleseondary proesses do not modify its value. As at T = T the strangenessdensity is similar or even lower (depending on the T value) in the QGP thanin the on�ned matter, saturation or suppression of strangeness produtionis expted to our when rossing the transition energy range from below.In our model the low level of strangeness prodution in N+N intera-tions as ompared to the strangeness yield in entral A+A ollisions, alledstrangeness enhanement, an be understood as due to the e�et of stritstrangeness onservation (anonial suppression fator) imposed on the de-grees of freedom in the on�ned matter in the early stage.5.2. J= produtionSuppression of J= prodution was proposed as a signal of reation ofthe QGP in nulear ollisions [33℄. The details of the models used to desribethis proess hanged with time, but the main line of arguments, importanthere, is the same sine the �rst proposal (for a reent review see [17℄). Theinterpretation of J= results is done within hard prodution QCD model. Itis assumed that the reation of J= follows the dependene given by the pro-dution of Drell�Yan pairs, i.e. the inlusive ross setion in A+A ollisionsinreases with A as A2. Deviations from this dependene are interpretedas due to interation of the J= (or `pre�J= ' state) with the surroundingmatter. Suppression of J= observed in p+A and O(S)+A ollisions at SPSis onsidered to be aused by the interations with partiipant nuleons and



2726 M. Ga¹dziki, M.I. Gorensteinprodued partiles. The rapid inrease of the suppression observed only forentral Pb+Pb ollisions is attributed [18, 34, 35℄ to the formation of theQGP whih leads to a strong additional desintegration of the J= mesons.This interpretation is in ontradition to the onlusions based on theanalysis of pion and strangeness results within the statistial model. Noanomalous hange in this observables is seen between entral S+S and entalPb+Pb ollisions (see Figs. 11 and 12). It is therefore essential to under-stand whether this ontradition an be removed when the same approahis used to interpret the whole set of data.It is natural to extend our statistial model for harm prodution assum-ing that like entropy and strangeness, harm in the early stage is produedaording to the phase spae. We take the mass of the harm quark tobe mQ �= 1.5 GeV and alulate the mean number of  and  quarks forentral Pb+Pb ollisions at 158 A�GeV. The early stage volume (2) for theexperimental number of partiipant nuleons hNP i in entral Pb+Pb olli-sions is approximately V �= 200 fm3 and the early stage temperature is 264MeV (see Fig. 4). For the number density of harm quarks and antiquarks(gQ = 2 � 2 � 3 = 12) we get:� = gQ2�2 1Z0 k2dk 1exp�pk2+(mQ)2T �+ 1 �= gQ�mQT2� �3=2 exp�� mQT � :(36)Finally the total average number of harm quarks and antiquarks an beestimated as: N = � V �= 0:085 fm�3 � 200 fm3 �= 17 : (37)Note that ontribution of  and  to thermodynamial funtions of the QGPwas negleted in the alulations presented in the previous Setions. Thisis indeed justi�ed by a large value of harm quark mass. The ontributionof harm quarks and antiquarks to the energy density an be estimated as" �= �mQ �= 0.13 GeV/fm3. This value is muh smaller than total energydensity of the QGP, "Q �=11 GeV/fm3, in the early stage of Pb+Pb atthe SPS. The inlusion of harm into the QGP equation of state auses aderease of less than 1 MeV of the early stage temperature.The equilibrium number (37) exeeds substantially the estimate given inRef. [36℄ and based on the assumption of perturbative prodution of openharm. Reently the NA50 Collaboration attempts to estimate open harmprodution in entral Pb+Pb ollisions at SPS using the measured invariantmass spetrum of dimuon pairs [37℄. This estimate relies on the assumption(based on the PHYTIA model) that  and  quarks are produed orrelated.



On the Early Stage of Nuleus�Nuleus Collisions 2727In our statistial model  and  quarks are independent and therefore theirontribution to the dimuon spetrum an not be distinguished from the bak-ground ontribution2. Thus results of NA50 on `harm-like' enhanementan not be ompared with our preditions.

Fig. 13. The ratio of harm to entropy as a funtion of the the number of partiipantnuleons (2Ap) for A+A ollisions at 158 A�GeV. The anonial suppression fatoris inluded in the alulation.Due to large mass of the harm quark one should onsider a possibleorretion to the grand anonial approximation due to a strit harm on-servation. In Fig. 13 we show the predited dependene of the harm toentropy ratio on the number of partiipant nuleons (2Ap) inluding a or-retion for strit harm onservation alulated as in Ref. [38℄. It is observedthat even down to low values of 2Ap = 40 the orretion is small and there-fore the harm/entropy ratio is approximately independent of the volume ofthe system, similar to the strangeness/entropy ratio.Analysis of the hadron yields within a statistial hadronization model[23,24℄ shows that the hadronization is a loal statistial proess. Thus oneexpets that also the ratio of the mean J= multipliity to entropy (pionmultipliity) should be volume independent. This predition of our modelan be heked against experimental data. However as the results on J= multipliity are not published, we have to perform ourselves a onversion ofthe available data. We start from the ET dependene of the ratio measuredby the NA50 Collaboration [39℄:R(J= ) = B���(J= )�(DY ) ; (38)where �(J= ) and �(DY ) are inlusive ross setions for prodution of J= and Drell�Yan pairs and B�� is the branhing ratio for J= deay into a2 We thank E. Somparin for pointing to us this property of the NA50 proedure.



2728 M. Ga¹dziki, M.I. Gorenstein�+�� pair. As at SPS energies pion prodution dominates partile produ-tion, the measured transverse energy is basially determined by the piontransverse energy. The mean transverse momentum of pions is indepedentof the entrality [40℄ and therefore ET an be onsidered to be proportinal tothe pion multipliity or the number of partiipant nuleons. The multipliityof Drell�Yan pairs inreases with the entrality as hNP i4=3 or equivalentlyas E4=3T . Thus the mean J= multipliity is expeted to inrease as:hJ= i � R(J= )E4=3T (39)and onsequently the J= multipliity per pion should be proportional tohJ= iET � R(J= )E1=3T : (40)

Fig. 14. The estimate of the transverse energy dependene of the J= multipliityper pion (arbitrary units) in Pb+Pb ollisions at 158 A�GeV. The losed pointsshow �nal 1995 data and the open points preliminary 1996 data of the NA50Collaboration. The dashed line is drawn for the referene.The values of R(J= )E1=3T are plotted as a funtion of ET for Pb+Pb olli-sions at 158 A�GeV in Fig. 14. The ratio R(J= )E1=3T (� hJ= i=h�i) seemsto be independent of ET in the whole range of ET . Thus we onlude thatthe experimental dependene of J= prodution on ET in Pb+Pb ollisionsis in the agreement with the expetation of our model. It just re�ets thestatistial harater of harm prodution and the following hadronizationproess.As pointed out in Ref. [24℄ the partile abundanes resulting from thehadronization an be modi�ed by the inelasti interations in the freezeing-out hadroni matter. It is however argued [17℄ that the J= hadroni ross



On the Early Stage of Nuleus�Nuleus Collisions 2729setions are small, thus no signi�ant redution of the J= yield is expeteddue to hadroni interations. This argumentation is however not valid for 0 prodution for whih hadroni ross setions are estimated to be 10 timeslarger than for J= and therefore a signi�ant suppression of  0 mesons anbe observed [17℄. This is usually onsidered as the reason why the ratio�( 0)=�(J= ) dereases with ET [17℄.We summarize that the e�et of the anomalous J= suppression in en-tral Pb+Pb ollisions is a result of the interpretation of the data within themodel of hard QCD prodution of J= with following suppression. The samedata analyzed within the statistial approah show no anomalous behaviourand lead to a onsistent interpretation of the results on pion, strangenessand harm prodution.5.3. Event�by�event �utuationsIt was reently measured by the NA49 Collaboration [41℄ that the event�by�event transverse momentum �utuations in entral Pb+Pb ollisions at158 A�GeV are muh smaller than the �utuations measured in the p+pinterations and expeted in non-equilibrium models of nulear ollisions[42, 43℄. A derease of the global �utuations with the inreasing volumeof the system and/or inreasing number of internal degrees of freedom is ageneri feature of the statistial models [44℄. Therefore in our approah oneexpets a derese of global �utuations when going from p+p interations toentral Pb+Pb ollisions. The same arguments lead to the onlusion thatthe �avour �utuations should be also redued in entral A+A ollisions inomparison to p+p interations. The method to analyze these �utuationswas reently formulated [45℄.Finally we expet an inrease of the �utuations in the transition region.This is beause of the additional possibility of hanging the relative ontentof W- and Q-state in the early stage. An important observable should be thestrangeness to entropy ratio as it is signi�antly di�erent in W- and Q-stateat T = T. 6. Summary and onlusionsIn this paper we ontinue a development of the statistial model of theearly stage in high energy nuleus�nuleus ollisions. We attempt to un-derstand the possible meaning of the equilibration of the reated state. Weattribute the suess of the statistial desription of the early stage to thestatistial nature of the strong interation in A+A ollisions rather than tothe results of multiple seondary proesses following the primary reation.



2730 M. Ga¹dziki, M.I. GorensteinWe show that the assumption that the state reated in the early stage isin the form of the Quark Gluon Plasma gives an essentially parameter freedesription of the data on pion and strangeness prodution in entral A+Aollisions at SPS.It is argued that the early stage degrees of freedom in the on�ned mat-ter an not be modeled by hadrons and hadroni resonanes. An e�etivestatistial desription of the on�ned state (W-state) is introdued and theparameters haraterizing degrees of freedom are extrated from the om-parison with the data.The transition between W-state and QGP when inreasing ollision en-ergy is disussed. It is proven that the ondition of maximum entropy isequivalent to the Gibbs onstrution of the �rst order phase transition be-tween W-state and QGP.The transition region is loalized to be between 30 A �GeV and 65 A �GeVfor the set of parameters used in the paper. It is shown that the transitionshould be assoiated with a harateristi inrease of pion multipliity and anon-monotoni energy dependene of the strangeness to pion ratio. It is alsoargued that an inrease of the event�by�event �utuations an be expetedin the transition region. Note that anomalies in the spae-time pattern ofthe matter expansion are also expeted due to softening of the equation ofstate in the mixed phase [46℄. This an be deteted by the analysis of singlepartile spetra and two partile orrelations [47℄.Finally we remind that the anomalous J= suppression in entral Pb+Pbollisions at SPS is a result of the data interpretation within a model assum-ing that the harm prodution is a hard QCD proess. We show that thesame experimental results are also onsistent with the hypothesis that theJ= multipliity per pion is independent of the entrality of Pb+Pb olli-sions, similar to the behaviour of the strangeness/pion ratio. This behaviouran be reprodued in our approah when the harm prodution is treatedin the same statistial way as the prodution of strangeness. It allows for aonsistent interpretation of the results on pion, strangeness and J= produ-tion in A+A ollisions at SPS. Data on total harm prodution are obviouslyneeded to hek our assumption of a statistial harm prodution.We onlude that a broad set of experimental data is in agreement withthe hypothesis that QGP is reated in entral A+A (S+S and Pb+Pb)ollisions at the SPS. A study of the energy dependene of several basi ob-servables (pion and strangeness multipliities, expansion pattern and event�by�event �utuations) should be able to uniquely prove the existene of thephase transition to the Quark Gluon Plasma.



On the Early Stage of Nuleus�Nuleus Collisions 2731The results obtained by the NA35 and NA49 Collaborations play amajor role in the interpretation of the whole set of data. We would likespeialy thank P. Seyboth and R. Stok spokesmen of these experiments.We thank K.A. Bugaev, D. Feren, L. Frankfurt, U. Heinz, C. Loureno,St. Mrówzy«ski, H. Satz, H. Ströbele and B. Svetitsky for ritial and vividdisussions and omments to the manusript. M.I.G. is also grateful to theBMFT, DFG and GSI for the �nanial support.Appendix AThe properties of W-state were obtained by an `eduated guess' pro-edure. It is however still intresting to note that the degrees of freedomin W-state an be identi�ed with olourless qq pairs. Assuming that thelight quarks (u, d) are almost massless we obtaine 4 nonstrange �avour�anti�avour ombinations: uu, dd, du and ud. Eah pair an be in 4 spinstates, whih gives 16 massless nonstrange internal degrees of freedom. Sim-ilar ounting gives 16 di�erent pairs with s or s quark. There are in addition4 ss pairs whih however an be onsidered strongly suppressed due to thelarge mass of strange quarks. Thus the numbers of non-strange and strangedegrees of freedom obtained for the olourless qq pairs approximately oin-ide with the orresponding numbers extrated from the data for the W-state(gnsW � 16 and gsW � 14).The redution of the e�etive number of degrees of freedom from oloredq, q and g to olour neutral qq pairs may be understood as a result of therequirement of loal olour neutrality imposed on the reation proess atlow energy density and/or for small systems.We note also that the olourless qq pairs are identi�ed as initial degreesof freedom in the e+ + e� anihilation proess by the well known analysis ofthe ratio �(e+ + e� ! hadrons)/�(e+ + e� ! �+ + ��) [12℄.Appendix BWe present here a general proof of the equivalene between Gibbs on-strution of the 1-st order phase transition and the basi ondition that theequilibrium state is equal to the maximum entropy state. The proof is validwhen all onserved harges are equal to zero as onsidered in the paper.In this ase the pressure funtion, p = p(T ), de�nes ompletely the sys-tem thermodynamis providing that the system volume V goes to in�nity(thermodynamial limit). The temperature T remains the only independentthermodynamial variable. The energy density, "(T ), and entropy density,s(T ), are alulated as"(T ) = T dpdT � p ; s(T ) = dpdT : (41)



2732 M. Ga¹dziki, M.I. GorensteinA disontinuity of the �rst derivative, dp=dT , at T = T orresponds,by de�nition, to a 1-st order phase transition at temperature T = T. Inphysial terms one desribes the system at T < T by funtion p = p1(T )(low-temperature phase) and by p = p2(T ) at T > T (high-temperaturephase). At T = T pressures of the two phases are equalp1(T) = p2(T) � p ; (42)and their �rst derivatives satisfy inequalities�dp2dT �T=T > �dp1dT �T=T : (43)The energy density disontinuity (latent heat) as well as the entropy densitydisontinuity take plae at T = T:�" = "2(T)� "1(T) = T [s2(T)� s1(T)℄ > 0 : (44)At T = T the system is in the mixed phase with"mix = (1� �)"1(T) + �"2(T) ; smix = (1� �)s1(T) + �s2(T) ; (45)where 1 � � and � are relative volumes oupied by phases `1' and `2', re-spetively. The above onstrution is known as the Gibbs reteria for a 1-storder phase transition: at a given temperature T the system oupies a purephase whih pressure is larger and the mixed phase is formed if both pres-sures are equal. One onsiders phases `1' at T > T and `2' at T < T asmetastable states (superheated and superooled, respetively). Suh a on-sideration is physially important in the kineti piture of a phase transitionand for the studies of statistial �utuations. We prove now the equivaleneof the Gibbs reteria to the maximum entropy ondition of the mixed phase.It laims that at any energy density " from the interval ["1(T); "2(T)℄ theentropy density of the mixed phase is maximal one:smix(") > si(") ; i = 1; 2 ; " 2 ["1(T); "2(T)℄ : (46)The following equations for the entropy densities of the pure and mixedphase an be easily obtained from Eq. (41):si = "+ pi(T )T ; i = 1; 2 ; smix = "+ pT : (47)Now the values of s1 and s2 should be ompared to the value of smix at thesame " from the interval ["1(T); "2(T)℄. This means that the omparison



On the Early Stage of Nuleus�Nuleus Collisions 2733is done at the temperature of a pure phase T > T for i=1 and T < T fori=2 in Eq. (47). The inequalities (46) an be transformed intodp1dT > p1(T )� pT � T ; T > T ; (48)dp2dT < p � p2(T )T � T ; T < T (49)by substituton of " in Eq. (47) by Tdpi=dT � pi(T ) aording to Eq. (41).Simple geometrial meaning of these inequalities is quite lear: they aresatis�ed for any onvex (from below) funtion pi(T ). Any physial pressurefuntion p(T ) should have positive seond derivative, d2p=dT 2 > 0, and,therefore, is indeed a onvex funtion. To prove this last statement we usethe relation d2pdT 2 = 1T d"dT ; (50)whih follows from Eq. (41). Positive sign of d"=dT is a onsequene of thede�nition of energy in statistial mehanis:" = hEiV = 1V PnEn exp(�En=T )Pn exp(�En=T ) : (51)From Eq. (51) one �ndsd"dT = 1V dhEidT = hE2i � hEi2V T 2 = h(E � hEi)2iV T 2 > 0 : (52)REFERENCES[1℄ Proeedings of Thirteen International Conferene on Ultra RelativistiNuleus�Nuleus Collisions, Deember 1�5, 1997, Tsukuba, Japan, Nul. Phys.A638 (1998).[2℄ E. Fermi, Prog. Theor. Phys. 5, 570 (1950).[3℄ L. D. Landau, Izv. Akad. Nauk SSSR, Ser. Fiz. 17, 51 (1953).[4℄ M. Ga¹dziki, D. Röhrih, Z. Phys. C65, 215 (1995).[5℄ M. Ga¹dziki, D. Röhrih, Z. Phys. C71, 55 (1996).[6℄ M. Ga¹dziki, Z. Phys. C66, 659 (1995).[7℄ M. Ga¹dziki, J. Phys. G23, 1881 (1997), (nul�th/9706036).[8℄ L. Van Hove, Phys. Lett. B118, 138 (1982).[9℄ P. Koh, B. Müller, J. Rafelski, Phys. Rep. 142, 321 (1986).
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